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Joi're T wrote a review 20191 contribution this was so much fun because I thought my family was really thank you so much and no one was hurt. Experience Date: Written June 2018 BLOODA W. Review March 2019 San Diego, California 165 Contribute 44 useful votes usually, our family will do Chuck E. Cheese for a birthday party, but my grandson will get
7 years old and more fun! So here it is! The food was really good, including vegetable dishes, salads, pizzas, bottled water and soda!...! Date of experience: March 2019 Jose S wrote a review 2016 San Diego, California 82 contribution 26 helpful vote hidden fees, unsafe environment I took my teens for a night in a group of young people, and after getting
ready to pay and have fun, they were offered some professional socks, they were told, no, Alever you need to, however, you will have to pay them separately. Well, the fee is not so much but is what comes out after the first payment. One of my children caused an incident with one of the harnesses they had to use, it wasn't set properly and he ended up with
a hit on his left temple. I understand the risks involved, but their top priority must be the safety of the children. I don't know if I can give a good rating to this place based on their business model, and their safety procedures. Parking was very difficult - if you have a scheduled time to make sure you get in because someone had to drive until you left arrive early! I
had to stand in a long, slow line so that no one would help me to get it done in the end. Please note: The party room is glazed. A little girl in our group ran into the window at full speed. It is very difficult to see the difference between an open door and a window. Very dangerous - they need decals on them. Ignoring that, the party kids had a great time, and
even though it was very crowded, it was enough to do so, so the wait wasn't too long anywhere. Fun for kids and young adults. In addition, the back corner which is easy to supervisor a small thing. A lot of brave jumps and tests with high walks and bungees in a fairly safe environment. I noticed that they have low prices from Monday to Thursday. It was not
cheap on the weekend, but everyone got tired and went home happily. Memorable 10th birthday party.experience date: 2016 gabby702-619 April review Apr 2016Chula Vista, California 4 contribution 1 useful vote was entertaining with my family but I had a bad experience with the cashier at the foodThe ads were flashing in the pizza trade. So we made up
our mind and had the order of our set. So when we got to the front line we told her what we wanted and then she said we didn't have that deal. Then she gave me an attitude. My kids didn't want them either. But overall the floor workers were wonderfully friendly caring and helpful. Experience Date: Written June 2018 BLOODA W. Review March 2019 San
Diego, California 165 Contribute 44 useful votes usually, our family will do Chuck E. Cheese for a birthday party, but my grandson will get 7 years old and more fun! So here it is! The food was really good, including vegetable dishes, salads, pizzas, bottled water and soda!...! Date of experience: March 2019 Jose S wrote a review 2016 San Diego, California
82 contribution 26 helpful vote hidden fees, unsafe environment I took my teens for a night in a group of young people, and after getting ready to pay and have fun, they were offered some professional socks, they were told, no, Alever you need to, however, you will have to pay them separately. Well, the fee is not so much but is what comes out after the first
payment. One of my children caused an incident with one of the harnesses they had to use, it wasn't set properly and he ended up with a hit on his left temple. I understand the risks involved, but their top priority must be the safety of the children. I don't know if I can give a good rating to this place based on their business model, and their safety procedures.
Parking was very difficult - if you have a scheduled time to make sure you get in because someone had to drive until you left arrive early! I had to stand in a long, slow line so that no one would help me to get it done in the end. Please note: The party room is glazed. A little girl in our group ran into the window at full speed. It is very difficult to see the difference
between an open door and a window. Very dangerous - they need decals on them.All of that, the party kids had a great time, and even though it was very crowded, it was enough to do so, so the wait wasn't too long anywhere. Fun for kids and young adults. In addition, the back corner which is easy to supervisor a small thing. A lot of brave jumps and tests
with high walks and bungees in a fairly safe environment. I noticed that they have low prices from Monday to Thursday. It was not cheap on the weekend, but everyone got tired and went home happily. Memorable 10th birthday party.experience date: 2016 gabby702-619 April review Apr 2016Chula Vista, California 4 contribution one had fun with my family
but I had a bad experience with the cashier at the food stand. We had the order of the set .that means we were standing on the line for a while. Suck because it took some of the time out of our jump time. So when we got to the front line we told her what we wanted and then she said we didn't have that deal. Then she gave me an attitude. My kids didn't want
them either. But overall the floor workers were wonderfully friendly caring and helpful. Experience Date: Written June 2018 BLOODA W. Review March 2019 San Diego, California 165 Contribute 44 useful votes usually, our family will do Chuck E. Cheese for a birthday party, but my grandson will get 7 years old and more fun! So here it is! The food was really
good, including vegetable dishes, salads, pizzas, bottled water and soda!...! Date of experience: March 2019 Jose S wrote a review 2016 San Diego, California 82 contribution 26 helpful vote hidden fees, unsafe environment I took my teens for a night in a group of young people, and after getting ready to pay and have fun, they were offered some
professional socks, they were told, no, Alever you need to, however, you will have to pay them separately. Well, the fee is not so much but is what comes out after the first payment. One of my children caused an incident with one of the harnesses they had to use, it wasn't set properly and he ended up with a hit on his left temple. I understand the risks
involved, but their top priority must be the safety of the children. I don't know if I can give a good rating to this place based on their business model, and their safety procedures.I wrote a review 2016199 contributing 96 useful votes recently attended a party here on Saturday afternoon. Parking was very difficult - if you have a scheduled time to make sure you
get in because someone had to drive until you left arrive early! I had to stand in a long, slow line so that no one would help me to get it done in the end. Please note: The party room is glazed. A little girl in our group ran into the window at full speed. It is very difficult to see the difference between an open door and a window. Very dangerous - they need decals
on them. Ignoring that, the party kids had a great time, and even though it was very crowded, it was enough to do so, so the wait wasn't too long anywhere. Fun for kids and young adults. In addition, the back corner which is easy to supervisor a small thing. A lot of brave jumps and tests with high walks and bungees in a fairly safe environment. I noticed that
they have low prices from Monday to Thursday. It was not cheap on the weekend, but everyone got tired and went home happily. Memorable 10th birthday party.experience date: 2016 gabby702-619 April review Apr 2016Chula Vista, California 4 contribution one had fun with my family but I had a bad experience with the cashier at the food stand. We had the
order of the set .that means we were standing on the line for a while. Suck because it took some of the time out of our jump time. So when we got to the front line we told her what we wanted and then she said we didn't have that deal. Then she gave me an attitude. My kids didn't want them either. But overall the floor workers were wonderfully friendly caring
and helpful.
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